December 2020

Statement in Relation to Engagement Policy under the Shareholder Rights Directive
As required by the EU Shareholder Rights Directive as implemented in the Financial Conduct
Authority's Conduct of Business Sourcebook ("COBS") J.P. Morgan Mansart Management Limited
("Mansart") must in summary either:
(1)

(a) develop and publicly disclose an engagement policy that describes how the firm integrates
shareholder engagement, cooperates with shareholders, conducts dialogues with investee
companies and meets certain other requirements (an "engagement policy"); and
(b) publicly disclose on an annual basis how its engagement policy has been implemented in
a way that meets the requirements; or

(2)

publicly disclose a clear and reasoned explanation of why it has chosen not to comply with
any of the requirements imposed by (1).

Mansart has chosen not to develop an engagement policy for the reasons set out below:
Firstly, Mansart is an investment manager that generally applies passive investment strategies to its
managed funds. Such strategies typically employ a synthetic (or derivatives based) approach to
portfolio management. This has the effect that the assets held by Mansart managed funds constitute
funding investments, are interchangeable with other assets and are replaced (and/or are able to be
replaced) regularly, as determined by an overarching, formulaic investment strategy and not by
actively choosing investment assets. As such Mansart managed funds generally do not envisage
shareholder engagement or interaction with investee companies when pursuing their investment
strategy.
Secondly, in order to accommodate shareholder engagement, exercise of voting rights or monitor
investee companies, Mansart would have to put in place adequate systems and controls that facilitate
such activities. This would result in cost implications which, compared to the resulting benefits, would
not be justifiable and potentially detrimental to investors in light of the passive investment strategies
that Mansart managed funds currently pursue.
Finally, Mansart as part of the J.P. Morgan Group remains mindful of exercising voting rights or
having shareholder engagement with investee companies which may generally not be in line with
policies and/or positions taken by other J.P. Morgan affiliates and counterparties and potentially
creating conflicts of interest.

